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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

Working dogs operate in many valuable roles with humans from military service and law enforcement to assisting people with their daily life and working with farmers to herd and protect livestock. The work these dogs perform requires both physical and behavioural agility and resilience. To ensure that dogs can fulfill these jobs optimally and enjoy a long and healthy working life, we require novel research focused on working dogs rather than trying to extrapolate findings from pet dogs. Further, we need to better understand the role that humans play in the success of working dog teams. In this special issue, we welcome all contributions - research, reviews, and commentary - that advance and expand the field of working dog team health, behaviour and performance.
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closed (17 May 2021)
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

*Animals* is an online open access journal that was first published in 2011. *Animals* adheres to rigorous peer review and editorial processes and publishes only high quality manuscripts that address important issues in the many varied disciplines that involve animals, with a focus on animal welfare, animal ethics and animal science. *Animals* is covered in the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) in Web of Science and received the latest Impact Factor of 2.323. The journal ranks 14/142 (Q1) ‘Veterinary Sciences’ and 10/63 (Q1) in ‘Agriculture, Dairy & Animal Science’
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